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A BSTRACT
Image projection is important for many applications in entertainment industry, augmented reality, and computer graphics. However,
perceived distortion is often introduced by projection, which is a
common problem of a projector system. Compensating such distortion for projection on non-trivial surfaces is often very challenging.
In this paper, we propose a novel method to pre-warp the image such
that it appears as distortion-free as possible on the surface after projection. Our method estimates a desired optimal warping function
via an optimization framework. Specifically, we design an objective
energy function that models the perceived distortion in projection
results. By taking into account both the geometry of the surface and
the image content, our method can produce more visually plausible
projection results compared with traditional projector systems. We
demonstrate the effectiveness of our method with projection results
on a wide variety of images and surface geometries.
Index Terms:
I.3.8 [Computing Methodologies]: Computer
Graphics— Applications;
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I NTRODUCTION

Projectors provide a natural method for displaying visual content on
3D surfaces and have been employed in applications in entertainment
industry, augmented reality, and computer graphics. For example,
it has been long realized in entertainment industry that extending
the field of view of the displayed visual content can greatly enhance
the viewing experience. Due to their inherent constraints in physical
shape and size, traditional electronic displays often cannot offer
such an extreme field of view. Even large-screen TV or large display
walls are often limited in creating immersive viewing experience.
Many displaying systems have been developed to project visual
content onto large, wide field-of-view 3D surfaces, such as the
dome theaters [21], flight simulation systems [10], and the Disney’s
entertainment theme park projection shows [15]. The ability to
project image content to large-size surfaces with any shape makes
projectors popular equipment for those applications.
Projectors have also been used in Augmented Reality (AR) applications [2, 8, 19, 20, 28, 29]. Most AR systems augment physical
environment with virtual visual content. The ability to flexibly display image content onto 3D environmental surfaces makes projectors
good components of such systems. Recently, handheld projector
systems have become widely available. For example, many ubiquitous devices such as smart phones or consumer cameras have
already embedded pico-projectors. We can therefore expect the use
of projector-based systems to display image content to grow even
more significantly. In computer graphics, projective texture mapping
has been developed as a popular method for automatic texture generation [4]. In projective texturing, the effect of the slide projector is
simulated such that 2D texture image is mapped onto geometry in
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(a) Projection surface

(b) Standard

(c) Content-aware

Figure 1: Standard projection vs. content-aware projection. Standard
projection induces distortion when projecting images onto non-planar
3D surfaces while content-aware projection can produce a distortionfree result (on the top) or reduce the visually noticeable projection
distortion significantly (at the bottom).

graphically generated environments using a projection model. Projective texture mapping has been used in many applications, since it
avoids the needs for assigning fixed texture coordinates and provides
a good method of representing synthetic images or photographs in
image-based rendering [9].
Existing projector systems, however, have a fundamental limitation. If the projector system, including both the projector and
projection surface, is not well configured, the projected visual content will appear distorted. That is, the appearance of the projected
visual content strictly depends on the projection surface as well as
the geometric relationship between the surface and the projector. In
fact, for all except a few special configurations, the projected image
will be distorted. A well-known problem is the keystone distortion.
It appears when the optical axis of a projector is not perpendicular to
a planar surface. While automatic keystone correction has received
a lot of research effort (e.g. [11, 17, 25]), little effort has been devoted to approaching the more general problem of correcting the
projection distortion on a non-planar 3D surface.
In this paper, we present a method that removes or reduces perceived distortion for any viewpoints when projecting an image onto
an arbitrary 3D surface. Our solution is to pre-warp the image in
such a way that it is distortion-free or least distorted on an arbitrary
3D surface after projection independent from viewpoints. Specifically, we design content-aware distortion metrics that measure how
distorted the projection result appears given a warping function. We
then estimate a warping function that induces a minimal amount
of projection distortion. We experiment with our method by both
using computer simulation and developing a prototype content- and
surface-aware projector system. Our experiments show that our
method can project images onto a variety of 3D surfaces with minimal visual distortion.

2

R ELATED W ORK

Minimizing distortion from projecting an image onto a 3D surface
has been well studied in the fields of computer graphics, computer
vision, and multimedia. Most existing methods work on a specific
case of projection distortion, keystone distortion. Keystone distortion appears when the optical axis of a projector is not perpendicular
to the planar surface. Keystone distortion can be eliminated by either
re-orientating the projector or pre-warping the input image using a
properly estimated homography transformation [11, 12, 17, 24, 25].
These methods, however, cannot work well when the 3D surfaces
are not planar as no homography-based global image warping can
account for spatially-varying warping induced from arbitrary 3D
surfaces.
Raskar et al. developed iLamps, a geometry-aware projector system that can make use of a conformal mapping method to pre-warp
the input image so that the projection distortion onto a non-planar
surface can be reduced [18]. Our work differs from iLamps in two
aspects. First, the method in iLamps only enforces the conformality
(i.e. angle-preserving) condition during image warping. Although
conformality is necessary to prevent distortion, it alone is often insufficient for general surfaces. Our method takes into account both the
angle-preserving and scale-preserving conditions and uses a more
complete distortion metric. More importantly, iLamps only considers the surface geometry and ignores the image content. For complex
3D surface, projection distortion necessarily occurs. Our method
that considers image content can better reduce visually noticeable
projection distortion.
This work is also related to the methods that aim to change the
original image content such that its projection appears correct when
viewed from a predefined target viewpoint [1, 2, 19]. This paper
works on a different problem. We aim to warp the image such that
the appearance of its projection on the surface is least-distorted
independent from any viewpoint. Similar to iLamps [18], our goal
of viewpoint-independent distortion compensation is to project the
image such that the distortion at any local region is small when
viewed along the normal vector direction at that region and the
whole projected image appear as if it were “pasted” onto the surface.
Our method uses spatially-varying warping to pre-warp an input
image. Variations of spatially-varying warping methods have been
widely used in computer graphics and computer vision problems,
such as image and video re-targeting [27, 30], image manipulation [3, 7, 14], image stitching [31], and video stabilization [13]. Our
research works on a different problem and designs a new spatiallyvarying warping method to minimize projection distortion.
3

C ONTENT- AND S URFACE -AWARE
P ROJECTION

The first question we need to discuss is what makes a good projection
result. The same projection result is perceived differently when it
is viewed from different viewpoints. Ideally, the projector system
should project an image differently for different viewpoints. When
there are multiple viewers, this is difficult to achieve with a standard
projector. In this paper, we focus on the scenario where visual
content is projected onto a 3D surface with multiple viewers sitting
roughly in front of the projection surface. In this case, we seek such
a projection result that appears as minorly distorted to all the viewers
as possible although it might not be perfectly distortion-free to any
viewer. We consider that a good solution is to project the image onto
the 3D surface as if we wrap the image onto the 3D surface with as
little non-uniform distortion as possible. When such a projection
result is viewed by multiple viewers roughly in front of the surface,
it will appear only insignificantly distorted to all of them.
3.1

Overview

In order to achieve the above discussed good projection result, our
method pre-warps an input image so that it suffers from no or as
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Figure 2: Content- and surface-aware projection framework. Our
method pre-warps an input image Iˆ and projects the pre-warping
result I onto 3D surface P. The pre-warping step uses a spatiallyvarying warping method that warps the input image such that the input
image resembles its projection as much as possible.

little as possible distortion when it is projected onto an arbitrary 3D
surface. The problem setting of our method is illustrated in Figure 2.
Specifically, our method first warps an input image Iˆ and obtains a
pre-warping result I, which is then put onto the projector’s image
plane and projected onto 3D surface P.
Our method requires that the projector system is calibrated and
the projector surface geometry is known. There have been many
methods for projector calibration and surface geometry estimation
using a projector system [18]. In our work, we developed a prototype
projector-camera system to calibrate the projector and estimate the
surface geometry. Our system consists of an Optoma ML750 projector and a Nikon D7000 camera. We employ the projector-camera
calibration software package from Moreno et al. [16] to calibrate the
projector-camera system and use triangulation to recover a sparse
proxy of the surface geometry.
The key research question is how to warp input image Iˆ into I
such that the final projection appears with no or minimal distortion.
While homography-based global image transformation can handle
the common problem of keystone distortion well, it cannot work
for more general 3D surfaces than planar surfaces as the projection
distortion depends on surface geometry. Thus, we use spatiallyvarying warping to pre-warp the input image that considers both the
image content and 3D surface.
We formulate the image pre-warping problem as a mesh warping problem like previous spatially-varying warping algorithms [3,
13, 26]. Previous methods, however, divide an input image into a
uniform grid mesh and optimize an output mesh that meets specific
application requirements. We find that this forward-mapping formulation does not suit our problem well. If the mesh unknowns are
defined in the pre-warping result, we need to compute the projected
mesh positions on the target 3D surface online during mesh optimization. This leads to a time-consuming optimization problem to
solve. We instead use a backward-mapping formulation. As shown
in Figure 2, we divide the pre-warping result I into a regular grid
mesh V = {Vi }. The goal is to identify for each mesh vertex Vi its
optimal corresponding coordinate V̂i in the original image that the
projection of the pre-warping image on 3D surface P resembles the
input image as much as possible.
We cast the mesh warping problem as an optimization problem
that aims to minimize the projection distortion. We encourage the
transformation between the projection of each mesh cell and the
corresponding one in the input image to respect a conformal mapping. As we show later on, the conformality constraint alone is
often insufficient. We therefore further constrain that the relative
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Figure 3: Conformal mapping constraint. In order to make the transformation between the triangle Vˆ1 , Vˆ2 , Vˆ3 and its on-surface projection
P1 , P2 , P3 a conform mapping, the coordinates of Vˆ1 in the local coordinate system defined by Vˆ2 and Vˆ3 must be the same as those of P1 in
the local coordinate system defined by P2 and P3 .

The full energy term Ea (V̂ ) can then be defined as the summation
of Equation (4) over all eight triangles for all mesh vertices Vi . As
surveyed in Floater and Hormann [5], other alternative formulations
of conformal mapping are available. We used the above one as
it only involves quadratic terms and is widely used in computer
graphics [7].
As the projection distortion necessarily occurs for complex 3D
surface, standard conformal mapping tends to distribute the distortion over the whole surface. Our method distributes distortion less to
salient regions than those less salient ones. As a result, our method
encourages small distortion in important regions with the trade off
of having large distortion in less important region such as sky or
grass.
We use a weighting factor wa to modulate the above energy term.
To compute wa , our method first automatically estimates a saliency
map SI from the input image using the graph-based saliency detection method [6]. Our method also allows the user to manually
identify the importance map by roughly annotating the most important regions in the image, resulting in a binary mask MI . We combine
the saliency map SI and the user mask MI pixel-by-pixel using the
max operator to obtain the final content map C. The weighting factor
wa can then be computed from the content map C as

size changes among mesh cells should be as similar as possible.
We define the objective energy function as follows
E(V̂ ) = Ea (V̂ ) + λ Er (V̂ ),

wa (V̂i ) = δ (C(V̂i ) ≥ T )
(1)

where V̂ = {V̂i } is the output mesh in the input image domain (note,
we use backward-mapping for the pre-warping step). Ea and Er
represent the energy terms encoding the distortion metrics according
to the conformality constraint and relative size change constraint,
respectively. λ is a parameter. We discuss the definitions of these
energy terms in the following subsections and how to solve the
above energy minimization problem in Section 4. Once we obtain
the output mesh, we use standard texture mapping to render the
pre-warping result [23].
3.2

Conformal Mapping

We define the conformal mapping energy term to preserve the shape
of local regions in the original image during projection. Specifically,
we divide each grid cell in V into triangles, and then use the method
from [7] to enforce the conformality constraint for each of those
local triangles.
For example, consider the triangle 4V1V2V3 in the grid mesh of
the pre-warping image. We use 4P1 P2 P3 to denote its projection
on the surface (see Figure 3). We note that P1 can be represented in
terms of P2 and P3 as follows:
P1 = P2 + α(P3 − P2 ) + β R90 (P3 − P2 ),

(2)

where R9 0 denotes the 90-degree rotation matrix around the normal
vector of the plane formed by P1 , P2 and P3 , α and β are the local
coordinates of P1 within the coordinate system defined by vector
−−→
P2 P3 .
In order to preserve the shape of the triangle 4Vˆ1Vˆ2Vˆ3 during
projection, the transformation from it to the triangle 4P1 P2 P3 should
be a conformal mapping (i.e. the angle of the triangle should be
preserved after the transformation). According to Igarashi et al. [7],
such condition implies that Vˆ1 be represented in term of Vˆ2 and Vˆ3 as
Vˆ1 = Vˆ2 + α(Vˆ3 − Vˆ2 ) + β R90 (Vˆ3 − Vˆ2 )

(3)

where α and β are the known coordinates computed from Equation (2). We accordingly define the local angle-preserving-based
distortion measurement at the vertex V1 as follows
Ea (Vˆ1 ) = wa (Vˆ1 )||Vˆ1 − Vˆ2 − α(Vˆ3 − Vˆ2 ) − β R90 (Vˆ3 − Vˆ2 )||2 . (4)
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(5)

where δ is the indicator function which outputs 1 when its argument
is true and 0 otherwise. T is a threshold value. We experimentally
determine the value of T=0.67 to leverage both the saliency map
and the user annotation map when they disagree. Using too low
the value of T leads to the noisy content map where unimportant
textured regions, such as grass and water, may get high weights.
On the other hand, using too large the value of T may cause the
user annotation map to overly dominate, which may miss important
regions that were not masked by the user. We found that for the
saliency detection method used in this paper, the value of 0.67 is
sufficient to remove the noise the in saliency maps.
3.3 Relative-size Preserving
While the above conformality constraint can preserve the shape of
each local mesh cell well, it alone is often not sufficient to minimize
the projection distortion. Although the shapes of local image regions
are preserved through conformal mapping, the change in relative
size across regions leads to clear distortion in the projection result.
To further reduce the distortion, the relative sizes between different
regions should also be preserved during projection. We define the
energy term Er below to encode such a constraint.
We use Ai to denote the four grids around the grid point i and
V̂ (Ai ) and P(Ai ) to denote the corresponding region of Ai in the
input image and its projection on the surface, respectively. s(V̂i ) is
the scaling factor of the transformation from V̂ (Ai ) to P(Ai ). The
relative-size-preserving energy term is defined as follows:
Er (V̂ ) = ∑(wa (V̂i ) + wa (Vˆj ))||s(V̂i ) − s(Vˆj )||2 ,

(6)

i, j

where wa (V̂i ) and wa (Vˆj ) are saliency values at Vi and V j as defined
in Equation (5).
Figure 4 illustrates the effects of different projection methods with
a synthetic example where the input image is covered by a regular
grid. An artificial content map is created to cover a portion of the
image. The results indicate that combining the conformal mapping
constraint with the size-preserving constraint can successfully keep
the grid cells in the masked region square and of similar sizes by
distorting the cells in other regions. Using the conformal mapping
constraint alone, on the other hand, cannot preserve the relative size
among the grid cells in the masked region and make the region as a
whole appear distorted.

(a) Projection geometry

(b) Input image

(c) Content map

(d) Standard projection

(e) Conformal mapping (f ) Conformal mapping +
relative-size preserving

Figure 4: Synthetic example. The input image is covered by a regular grid. The content map is artificially created to cover a portion of the image.
Combining the conformal mapping constraint with the size-preserving constraint can successfully keep the grid cells in the masked region square
and have similar sizes to each other. Using conformal mapping alone cannot preserve the relative size among the grid cells and make the whole
masked region appear distorted.

(a) Projection Geometry

(b) Conformal mapping

(c) Conformal mapping + relative-size-preserving

Figure 5: Relative-size-preserving constraint. When images are projected onto a complex 3D surface like a bowl-shaped surface, conformal
mapping alone often cannot effectively reduce the projection distortion, as the sizes of different image regions are changed inconsistently. As
shown in (b), the salient image content, the girl, is unnaturally distorted even though each cell in the salient image region respects a conformal
mapping well. Combining the relative-size-preserving constraint can better reduce the projection distortion. As shown in (c), the mesh cells in the
salient image regions are changed consistently. We overlay grid meshes in (b) and (c) to better visualize the effect.

Figure 5 further illustrates the effect of incorporating the relativesize-preserving constraint with a real example. As shown in Figure 5(b), the projected image of the girl appears distorted as the sizes
of her head and her body are changed differently. Combining the
relative-size-preserving constraint can better reduce the projection
distortion. As shown in Figure 5(c), the mesh cells in the salient image regions are changed consistently and the distortion is distributed
more in less salient regions.
Figure 6 shows an example of projection results generated by
different projection methods, viewed from different viewpoints. By
incorporating both conformal mapping and relative-size-preserving
constraints in a content-aware manner, our method can encourage as
minimal distortion as possible in important regions and at the same
time preserve the object size in these regions consistently, which
gives more natural projection results compared to both the standard
projection and the projection with only the conformal mapping
constraint.
4

O PTIMIZATION

We note that the values of wa are determined through indexing into
the saliency map using the variables V̂ being optimized. For that
reason, the overall energy function E(V̂ ) in Equation (1) is highly
non-linear. On the other hand, if the values for wa are fixed, E(V̂ )
can be optimized much easier. We therefore minimize E(V̂ ) using
an alternation optimization technique. Specifically, we first fix wa
values and optimize the reduced problem of E(V̂ ), and then update
wa values using the optimization result. We iterate this process until
the solution converges. Our algorithm is outlined in Algorithm 1.
4.1

where E 0 (V̂ ) is equivalent to E(V̂ ) with all wa (V̂i ) replaced by
(wa )i = 1. We assume that the input image space has been normalized to the range [0, 1] × [0, γ], where γ is the aspect ratio of the
input image. The boundary constraints are used to fix the corresponding coordinates of the two corner vertices at the corners of the input
image. Otherwise, the energy function above is under-determined.
We use the same method described in the next subsection to solve
Equation (9) to solve this minimization problem.
The solution V̂ 0 obtained from solving V̂ 0 = argminV̂ E0 (V̂ ) may
not provide a good initialization as it may cause the loss of image
content after projection. This can happen when some boundary
0
vertex Vi is mapped into the interior part of the image (i.e. V̂i ∈
[0, 1] × [0, γ]). To further improve this initial solution, we transform
the coordinates of every V̂ 0 using a similarity transformation such
that the rectangle R ≡ [0, 1] × [0, γ] becomes the maximal inscribed
rectangle of the bounded polygon formed by the boundary vertices.
That can be equivalently achieved by searching for the maximal
inscribed rectangle R0 of the boundary polygon formed by V̂ 0 with
the same orientation and aspect ratio as the rectangle R and then
0
transforming every V̂i from the coordinate system of R to that of
0
R0 . The transformed coordinates V̂i can be used to initialize the
alternation optimization process described below.
4.2

Alternation Process

Given the solution V̂ (n) at the nth iteration, we first update the
saliency weighting factors wa as
(wa )i = wa (V̂i

(n)

) = δ (C(V̂i

(n)

) ≥ T ).

(8)

We then obtain the solution at the (n + 1)th iteration by minimizing

Initialization

To start the alternation optimization process, our method estimates
the initial solution by minimizing

En+1 (V̂ )

≡

E 0 (V̂ ) + ∑(1 −C(V̂i ))||V̂i − V̂i

(n) 2

|| ,

(9)

i

E0 (V̂ ) ≡ E 0 (V̂ ), s.t.Vˆ0 = (0, 0), V̂|V | = (1, γ),

(7)

s.t.

V̂i = V̂i

(0)

, ∀ Vi ∈ B(V )
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Projection geometry

Input image

Algorithm 1: Alternation optimization. Specifically, we first
fix the saliency weights (wa )i and minimize the energy function E in Equation (1) and then update (wa )i using the minimizing result. We repeat this procedure until the optimization
process converges.
input :P = {Pi }
output : V̂ ∗ that minimizes E(V̂ )

Content map

(wa )i ← 1, ∀i ;
ε ← ∞ // residual value used to evaluate
convergence condition
iter ← 0;

1
2
3

// Initialization
Compute the initial solution V̂ (0) as described in Section
4.1

4

Standard projection

// Alternation process
while ε > tolVal and n < maxIter do
(n)
(wa )i ← δ (S(V̂i ) ≥ T ), ∀i ;
V̂ (n+1) ← argminV̂ En+1 (V̂ );
n ← n + 1;
ε ← |V̂1 | ∑i ||V̂ (n) − V̂ (n−1) ||;
end
V̂ ∗ ← V̂ (n) ;

5
6
7
8
9

10

Conformal mapping

−−→
where l(Pi , Pj ) is the length of the vector ViV j after projection, and
Ni denotes the set of vertices adjacent to Vi in the grid mesh. −
v→
ij =
V̂i −Vˆj
||V̂i −Vˆj ||

Conformal mapping + relative-size preserving

Figure 6: Projection results generated by different projection methods,
viewed from different viewpoints. Our method incorporates both conformal mapping and relative size-preserving constraints in a contentaware manner to encourage small distortion in local regions and at
the same time preserve global size consistency.

The second term in the above equation is a regularization term which
is designed to smooth the transition between solutions of consecutive
iterations. It prevents the new solution from deviating faraway from
the previous one for the less salient regions. B(V ) denotes the set of
boundary vertices in the grid mesh. This hard boundary constraint
(0)
is added to fix the boundary to that from the initial solution V̂i
and it prevents the boundary mesh vertices from mapping onto the
interior area of the original image and thus avoids content loss after
projection.
We now elaborate how to minimize the energy functions defined
in Equation (7) and Equation (9). We note that the conformality
constraint term Ea in these energy functions is quadratic and can be
easily minimized. But the relative-sizing-preserving term Er in these
energy functions involves the scaling factor s(V̂i ) and makes these
energy functions non-quadratic and difficult to optimize. To address
this problem, we create an auxiliary variable si for each s(V̂i ) and
introduce another term to the optimization function to relate each si
to its corresponding V̂i

Vˆj . Intuitively, r(V̂i , si ) enforces the local region around V̂i to have
the same scale factor si .
→
Directly using the v−
i j direction vector as defined above introduces
the non-linear factor due to the computation of the vector norm.
We follow the two-step approach introduced by [7] to address this
problem. In the first step, we solve the optimization problem given
by Equation (1) with λ2 set to 0 (equivalent to ignoring the Er energy
term) using a standard sparse linear solver. The solution V̂ 0 obtained
→
from that will be used to compute v−
i j as
0
0
V̂i − Vˆj
−
v→
ij =
0
0 .
||V̂i − Vˆj ||

i, j

r(V̂i , si ) =

2
v→
i j ||
∑ ||V̂i − Vˆj − si l(Pi , Pj )−

j∈Ni
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(10)

V̂i

(11)

(12)

→
Once v−
i j is fixed, the energy terms resulting from r(V̂i , si ) will
only contribute linear least-square terms to the whole energy function. The resulting optimization problem thus becomes a linear
least-square problem and can then be efficiently solved in the second
step using a sparse linear solver. Note that although the variable
si ’s are also included in the optimization problem, they are just the
auxiliary variables. After the optimization process, we only make
use of the value of V̂i ’s in determining the warping function.
The alternating process is repeated until convergence or until it
reaches the maximum allowed number of iterations. Figure 7 shows
an example where the projection distortion keeps decreasing during
iteration. In our experiments, we observed that typically less than
10 iterations are needed to produce visually pleasing results.
5

Er (V̂ ) = ∑(wa (V̂i ) + wa (Vˆj ))||si − s j ||2 + ∑ r(V̂i , si )

denotes the unit vector indicating the orientation from V̂i to

E XPERIMENTS

We experimented with our content- and surface-aware projection
method on a range of 3D projection surfaces and compared our
method to the standard projection method. We also discuss components and variations of our method. Please refer to the video demo

(a) Projection geometry

(b) Input image

(c) Iteration 1

(d) Iteration 2

(e) Final iteration

Figure 7: Iteration results. The projection results are improved over iterations.

(a) Projection geometry

(b) Input image

(c) Content map

(d) Standard projection

(e) Conformal mapping

(f ) Content-aware

Figure 8: Developable surface. For developable surfaces, conformal-mapping-based projection and content-aware projection can both produce
distortion-free results while standard projection introduces distortion. The content map is obtained from the combination of automatically generated
saliency map and user provided annotation mask as described in Section 3.2.

in our project website to better examine our method, our prototype
system, and results1 .
5.1

Developable Surfaces

We first examine our method on a special category of 3D surfaces,
namely developable surfaces. A developable surface is mathematically defined as a surface with zero Gaussian curvature. Informally
speaking, a surface is called developable if it can be “flattened” into
a plane without stretching or compressing. Figure 8 shows an example of projecting an image onto the intersection corner of two walls.
On this surface, we find that the standard projection method distorts
the images, as shown in Figure 8 (d). We note that the content map
used in our methods are obtained from the combination of automatically generated saliency map and user provided annotation mask, as
described in Section 3.2.
It is interesting to observe that both conformal mapping and
content-aware projection produce distortion-free results, as shown
in Figure 8 (e) and (f). That is because a distortion-free conformal
mapping exists for a developable surface. In fact, that mapping is
not only conformal (angle-preserving) but also authalic (i.e. scales
and distances are also preserved) [22]. For these types of surfaces,
there is no conflict between the angle-preserving constraint and
the relative-size preserving constraint (the energy terms Ea and Er
respectively). As a result, for the case of developable surfaces, our
content-aware projection method automatically generates the same
distortion-free projection result as the conformal-mapping-based
method.
5.2

Non-developable Surfaces

For surfaces that are not developable (e.g. the sphere, the bowlshaped surface), it was known that there exists no mapping which is
both conformal and authalic [22]. In other words, in order to obtain
a mapping with little angle distortion, it is necessary to trade off
the relative-size change constraint and thus the projection distortion
is inevitable. Figure 9 shows such an example where an image is
projected onto a surface formed by a half cylinder and a floor. We
can see that while conformal mapping alone introduces distortion
particularly in the light house region, combining the relative-size
1 http://graphics.cs.pdx.edu/project/adaproj

change constraint cannot avoid distortion either. Our method considers image content and distributes more distortion to those less
salient regions, thus minimizing the visually noticeable distortion,
as shown in Figure 9 (f).
Figure 10 shows more non-developable surfaces. The first row
shows an example where a leopard image is projected onto the corner
of a cylindrical wall and a floor. Enforcing the conformal-mapping
constraint leads to the inconsistent size change among different
parts of the leopard after projection. For example, the leopard’s
head becomes unnaturally smaller than its body, which leads to
the noticeable visual distortion in the projection result (Figure 10
(e)). The projection distortion is significantly reduced using our
content-aware projection method, as shown in Figure 10 (f).
The second row in Figure 10 shows another non-developable
surface. In this example, an image is projected onto a spherical
surface. We observe that conformal-mapping changes the sizes of
two persons inconsistently. Our content-aware projection method
resolves the problem and makes the projection result appear as if a
poster were “pasted” onto the surface.
5.3

A Real Projection System

To further evaluate our projection method, we developed a projectorcamera system which consists of an Optoma ML750 projector and
a Nikon D7000 camera. We use the projector-camera calibration
software package from Moreno et al. [16] to calibrate the projectorcamera system and use triangulation to compute the 3D coordinates
for each grid point in the projector image plane and use them as the
input for our image pre-warping method described previously.
Figure 11 shows our projection results on real 3D surfaces. The
figure also shows the standard projection results (i.e. projection of
the original input image without pre-warping) for comparison. From
the figure, we can see that our projection method can significantly
reduce visual distortion when projecting image content onto those
non-trivial surfaces. Note that the projected image content appears
as if it was “pasted” onto the surface.
5.4

Discussions

Our method currently does not include the constraints for the projection of image boundary. The boundary in the projection result
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(a) Projection geometry

(b) Input image

(c) Content map

(d) Conformal mapping

(e) Conformal mapping +
relative-size preserving

(f ) Content-aware

Figure 9: Content-aware projection. For a non-developable surface, conformal mapping, even with the relative-size-preserving constraint, cannot
avoid the projection distortion. Content-aware projection can better preserve salient content by distributing more distortion to less salient ones. As
shown in (f), the light house is less distorted using content-aware projection than other methods.

(a) Projection geometry

(b) Input image

(c) Content map

(d) Standard projection

(e) Conformal mapping

(f ) Content-aware

Figure 10: Examples of projection on non-developable surfaces. These examples show that our content-aware method can preserve the shape of
the important image content well by distributing more projection distortion to less semantically important regions like sky, grassland, or blurry
background.

sometimes may appear unattractive. Meanwhile whether the appearance of the projection boundary is pleasant or not is often a question
of art and application-dependent, especially when an image is projected onto an arbitrary 3D surface. Our method currently leaves
these irregular boundaries. If needed, we can crop off the irregular
boundaries or incorporate additional boundary constraints into our
optimization framework.
The major computation cost of our method is in the pre-warping
step. The computational cost depends on the surface properties and
the mesh size. We report the computational cost for a typical mesh
size 20 × 20 below on a computer with a CORE i5 1.7GHZ CPU and
6GB memory. For developable surfaces, our method only requires
the initialization step, about 0.01 seconds, to produce distortion-free
projection results. For non-developable surfaces, it typically takes
less than 10 iterations, with each iteration taking about 0.3 seconds.
This limits our method from applying to video projection. If we
do not consider image content, the pre-warping is fixed and thus
only needs to be computed once and off-line. This means that the
warping is fixed for all the frames. This simplification makes our
method applicable for video at the cost of projection quality. Our
current method needs to be further sped up to project a video onto a
non-developable surface in realtime and in a content-aware way.
6

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we described a content-aware projection method to
project visual content onto arbitrary 3D surfaces. Our method employs a content-aware warping method to pre-warp an input image
such that the visual projection distortion can be minimized. This
pre-warping method considers both the image content and the sur-
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face geometry. Our experiments show that our method can produce
distortion-free projection results for developable surfaces and significantly reduce visual distortion for non-developable surfaces. In
future, we will improve the speed of our method so that our contentaware projection can be used to project streaming visual content,
like video, in realtime.
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